
Release Notes for Version 7.0.8240 
App Feature Type Comments Settings/Required Changes 

SPOT Cash Control Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user I need support for MS Cash Drawers with USB 
interface 
Added support for MS cash drawers with a USB interface. 

Cash Drawer Type = USB 
Port = the device number selected with the DIP 
switches on the drawer (ranging from 1 to 8) 
 

SPOT Configuration Fix As a SPOT user, I would like the "Export File Folder" option 
description to be updated to the most recent changes to our hosted 
environment 
Updated the description of the setting Store > Site settings > Restoration 
Settings > Export File Folder. It now correctly explains how to specify a 
path on the local computer when using Hosted SPOT. 

 

SPOT Configuration Fix Sometimes during saving settings it was possible to quickly click the save 
button more than once which could cause price tables to not save 
properly. 

 

SPOT Configuration Fix Fixed crash in long resync route operation in customer group setup if a 
group is moved during the operation. 

 

SPOT Conveyor Fix Locker orders split in the Split Monitor were not retaining their Locker ID 
 

SPOT Credit Cards Fix Fixed - Pivotal (Canadian) Debit Card "Credit/Return" transactions fail to 
submit to the gateway. 

 

SPOT Email Change The customer ID has been added to emails going through Notification 
Framework to prevent email traffic to certain domains from being flagged 
as spam 

 

SPOT Reports Fix As a SPOT user, I would like the 'Daily Production - Presser Totals' 
report to include the time 
Corrected the Daily Production - Presser Totals report to display time as 
well as date. 

 

SPOT Reports Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT locker user, I would like an audit report for locker activity 
Added a Locker Activity report to the Locker category of reports gallery. 
This provides an auditing report for the new Web Manager based locker 
features. 

 

SPOT SPOTMap Change As a SPOT user, I would like to be able to use the latest mapping 
components and maps 
SPOT - Updated mapping components to the latest revisions, allows us to 
update the maps to the latest versions. 

 

SPOT Tags Fix Fixed a problem in tag templates where the date from @DATE could be 
garbled. 

 

SPOT Timeclock Fix Timeclock entries on rare occasions were saving the time out value with a 
date of 12/30/1899 

 

SPOT Utilities Fix The Shipping screen could get an error if the printer from the hosted 
session was not correctly mapped 

 

Conveyor Client General New Feature As a QuickSort user, I would like SPOT stores to pull print jobs from 
a custom folder 
Added a new configuration option for QuickSort compatibility to 
SBSConveyorClient: PrintTxtPath. Normally SBSConveyorClient will 
monitor the path specified in ConveyorFolder for Print.Txt files (requests 
to print an invoice). If PrintTxtPath is specified, SBSConveyorClient will 
print invoices only when Print.Txt files are placed in PrintTxtPath (any 

 



appearing in ConveyorFolder are ignored). This is to be compatible with a 
QuickSort option of operating against multiple POS systems 
simultaneously. 

RouteTrac Client General Change As a RouteTrac (PC) user, I would like to have the system updated 
with the latest mapping components 

RouteTracPC - Updated mapping components to the latest revisions, 
allows us to update the maps to the latest versions. 

 

 


